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Abstract

Real-time update of access control policies, that is, updating policies while they are in
effect and enforcing the changes immediately, is necessary for many security-critical appli-
cations. In this paper, we consider real-time update of access control policies in a database
system. Updating policies while they are in effect can lead to potential security problems,
such as, access to database objects by unauthorized users. In this paper, we propose several
algorithms that not only prevent such security breaches but also ensure the correctness of ex-
ecution. The algorithms differ from each other in the degree of concurrency provided and the
semantic knowledge used.

Of the algorithms presented, the most concurrency is achieved when transactions are de-
composed into atomic steps. Once transactions are decomposed, the atomicity, consistency,
and isolation properties no longer hold. Since the traditional transaction processing model can
no longer be used to ensure the correctness of the execution, we use an alternate semantic-based
transaction processing model. To ensure correct behavior, our model requires an application
to satisfy a set of necessary properties, namely, semantic atomicity, consistent execution, sen-
sitive transaction isolation, and policy-compliant. We show how one can verify an application
statically to check for the existence of these properties.

1 Introduction

Security policy of an application is often subject to change. Some of these applications may re-

quire real-time update of security policies. We use the term real-time update of a policy to mean

that the policy is changed while it is in effect and this change needs to be enforced immediately.

Examples of applications requiring real-time policy updates are those that are responding to inter-

national crisis, such as relief or war efforts. Often times in such scenarios, system resources need

reconfiguration or operational modes require change; this, in turn, necessitates policy changes.

Real-time policy updates are also needed in pervasive computing applications where the change

of environment requires update of policy controlling the access and immediate enforcement of the

modified policies.

We use a simple example to motivate the need for real-time updates of policies. Suppose user
�������

, by virtue of some policy � , can execute a long-duration transaction that prints a large volume

of sensitive financial information stored in file � . While
�������

is executing this transaction, an

insider threat is suspected and the policy � is changed such that
�������

no longer has the privilege to

execute this transaction. Since existing access control mechanisms check
�������

’s privileges before
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�������
initiates the transaction and not during the execution of the transaction, the updated policy

� will not be correctly enforced. In this case, the policy was updated correctly but not enforced

immediately thereby resulting in a security breach and causing financial loss to the company.

In this paper we consider real-time policy updates in the context of a database system. A

database consists of a set of objects that are accessed through transactions. Transactions perform-

ing operations on database objects must have the privileges to execute those operations. Such

privileges are specified by access control policies; access control policies are stored in the form

of policy objects. Transactions executing by virtue of the privileges given by a policy object is

said to deploy the policy object. In addition to being deployed, a policy object can also be read

and modified by transactions. Since we allow real-time updates of policy, a policy object can be

modified while it is deployed. Modification to deployed policies pose new problems. For example,

transactions executing by virtue of the privileges given by the deployed policy may no longer en-

joy those privileges. In such scenarios, allowing the transaction to execute may result in a security

breach. In this work we provide algorithms that ensure such problems do not arise.

The first algorithm is a very simple one – any time a deployed policy is modified, transactions

executing by virtue of that policy are aborted. This algorithm, although easy to implement, results

in unnecessary aborts. For example, the update of policy may not be restricting privileges or may

be removing privileges that does not affect the transaction that deploys this policy. Since we are

dealing with critical transactions, aborting them unnecessarily is not desirable.

The second algorithm uses the semantics of the policy update transactions to minimize such

aborts. In this approach, the policy update transactions are categorized as policy relaxations or

policy restrictions. Policy relaxations do not decrease the access control privileges of any subject.

A policy update that is not a policy relaxation is treated as a policy restriction. Policy relaxation,

unlike restriction, does not require abort of transactions that are executing by virtue of the policy.

Often times, a policy restriction may not be problematic for a transaction that is deploying

this policy. This situation occurs when the restriction does not decrease the privileges required to

execute the transaction. The third algorithm exploits the semantics of the transactions to further

minimize aborts. The transactions in an application are classified into different types. Static analy-

sis is performed to check if the policy update transaction type 	 affects transaction type 
 . If not,

then transactions of type 
 need not be aborted because of the execution of transactions of type
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	 . This approach reduces, but does not eliminate, unnecessary abort of transactions. 1

Finally, to reduce the effects of unnecessary aborts, we propose to decompose a transaction into

steps. Decomposition improves performance and reduces unnecessary aborts, but introduces addi-

tional problems. Specifically, the isolation, atomicity, and consistency properties of a transaction

are violated and we no longer have a basis for arguing about the correctness of the execution. To

solve this problem, we propose to use an alternate semantic-based transaction processing model.

This model, extends the one proposed in [3], has a set of replacement properties which applica-

tions must satisfy to ensure the correctness of the execution. We show how the applications can be

analyzed to check for the satisfaction of these properties. We use the specification language Z [36]

to perform our analysis.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our model. Section 3 presents

our first algorithm. Section 4 proposes an algorithm that uses the semantics of the policy update

transaction. Section 5 shows how unnecessary aborts can be reduced by doing a semantic analysis

of the application. Section 6 illustrates how the effect of useless aborts can be minimized by

decomposing the transactions. Section 7 discusses some related work in this area. Section 8

concludes the paper. Appendix A gives the relevant Z notations. Appendix B demonstrates the

proofs of some theorems. Appendix C illustrates how an example application can be analyzed to

check for the satisfaction of properties and a pictorial description of the entire process.

2 Our Model

A database is specified as a collection of objects together with a set of integrity constraints on these

objects. At any given time, the state of the database is determined by the values of the objects in

the database. A change in the value of a database object changes the state. Integrity constraints

are predicates defined over the state. A database state is said to be consistent if the values of the

objects satisfy the given integrity constraints.

A transaction is an operation that transforms the database from one consistent state to another.

To prevent the database from becoming inconsistent, transactions are the only means by which data

objects are accessed and modified. A transaction is executed in a session that is initiated by some
1To completely eliminate unnecessary aborts, we would need to perform a dynamic analysis which is associated

with a high execution time overhead. We do not take this approach.
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user. Each session is associated with a single user. A transaction inherits the access privileges of

the session in which it is initiated. A transaction can execute an operation on a database object

only if it has the privilege to perform it. Such privileges are specified by access control policies.

In this paper, we consider only one kind of access control policies, namely, authorization poli-

cies2. An authorization policy specifies what operations an entity can perform on another entity. To

keep our model simple, we consider systems that support positive authorization policies only. This

means that the policies only specify what operations an entity is allowed to perform on another

entity. The absence of an authorization policy authorizing an entity � to perform some operation
�

on another entity  , is interpreted as � not being allowed to perform operation
�

on entity

 . For simplifying our presentation, we consider only simple kinds of authorization policies that

are specified by subjects, objects, and rights. A subject can be a user, a group of users, a role or

a process [35]. An object can be a database object, a group of such objects, or an object class.

Subjects can perform only those operations on objects that are specified in the rights.

Definition 1 [Policy] A policy is a function that maps a set of subjects and a set of objects to a set

of access rights. We formally denote this as follows: � : ������������� � ����������� where � , ������� ,
��� � � , and ������� represent the policy function, the power set of subjects, the power set of objects,

and the power set of access rights respectively.

In a database, policies are stored in the form of policy objects. A policy object is one that stores

information about a policy. Henceforth, we use the term data objects to refer to the database objects

that store data and the term policy object to those storing information about policies. Policy objects,

like data objects, can be read and written. However, unlike ordinary data objects, policy objects

can also be deployed.

Definition 2 [Policy Object] A policy object ��� is a triple � �!��" � ��"#�$�&% where �!� , � � , �$� denote

the set of subjects, the set of objects, and the set of access rights of the policy respectively. A

subject in the set �!� can perform only those operations on an object in
� � that are specified in �'� .

For example, �)(*�,+ �-����� " ���/.10 "2+135476 . 38"#35476 .19:0 "2+�;�"2<="�> 0 % is a policy object that gives subjects

John and Joe the privilege to Read, Write, and Execute 3�476 . 3 and 35476 .19 . When John Reads 35476 . 3
by virtue of policy � , we say � is deployed. We capture this by providing an explicit deploy

2Henceforth, we use the term policy or access control policy to mean authorization policy.
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operation on policy object which is defined below. Note that, in order to deploy a policy object,

it must be read. In other words, the operation deploy on a policy object assumes an implicit read

operation on the policy object.

Definition 3 [Deploy] A policy object �@? is said to be deployed if there exists at least one subject

in �A? that is currently accessing an object in �@? by virtue of the access rights specified in �B? .
We consider an environment in which multiple subjects read and modify data and policy ob-

jects, while the corresponding policies are in effect. To deal with this scenario, we need concur-

rency control mechanisms that (i) allow concurrent access to data objects and policy objects, and

(ii) prevent security violations arising due to policy updates.

3 A Simple Algorithm for Policy Update

In this section we present a simple solution to the problem of policy updates. We assume that each

data object is associated with two operations: Read and Write. A policy object is associated with

three operations: Read, Write and Deploy. To distinguish between data objects and policy objects,

we use English letters ( > , C ) to represent data objects and Greek letters (α, β) to denote policy

objects. We begin by giving some definitions.

Definition 4 [Conflicting Operations] Two operations are said to conflict if both operate on the

same data (policy) object and one of them is a Write operation.

Definition 5 [Transaction] A transaction DE� is a partial order with ordering relation �:� where

1. DB�&F,+�;G�2HI>KJL"2<���HI>KJ&MN> is a data object
0@O +�;G�2H α JP"2<���H α JL"RQ��#Hα J&M α is a policy object

0@O +TSU��"GVW� 0 ;
2. S��BX DB� iff VW��YXZDB� ;
3. if [ is VW� or S�� , for any other operation \&�BX]DB� , \&�@�^�B[ ;
4. if ;G�2HI>KJ , <��2H_>!J`XaDB� , then either ;G�RHI>KJ!�b�A<��2H_>!J or <��2H_>!JK�^�B;R�2H_>!J ;
5. if ;G�2Hα J , <��2H α JAXcDB� , then either ;G�2Hα JK�^�B<��#Hα J or <��2Hα JK�^�B;R�2H α J ; and

6. if QU�2Hα J , <��2Hα J@XdDB� , then either Q��2H α J!�b�@<��2H α J or <5�2Hα JK�^�BQ��2H α J .
Condition 1 defines the different kinds of operations in the transactions ( ;e�NHI>KJ , <��2H_>!J , ;R�2H α J , <��2H α J ,
Q��2Hα J , SU� , Vf� denote Read operation on data object > , Write operation on > , Read operation on policy
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object α, Write operation on α, Deploy operation on α, Abort or Commit operation in transaction

DB� respectively). Condition 2 states that this set contains an Abort or a Commit operation but not

both. Condition 3 states that Abort or Commit operation must follow all other operations of the

transaction. Condition 4 (5) requires that the partial order �8� specify the order of execution of Read

and Write operations on a common data (policy) object. Condition 6 requires that the partial order

�^� specify the order of execution of Deploy and Write operations on a common policy object.

The algorithm that we propose is an extension of the strict two-phase locking (2PL) protocol

[7]. The locking rules for data objects are the same as those of strict 2PL. A policy object α is

associated with three locks: read lock (denoted by �$g�� α � ), write lock (denoted by hig�� α � ) and

deploy lock (denoted by jkg�� α � ). The locking rules for the policy objects are given in Table 1.


 .Wl ( m � ) entry in the lock table indicates that the lock request is granted (denied). �K4on � S16 entry

indicates that the lock request is granted, but only after doing some additional tasks. For the

Current New Lock Request
Lock Status pEq rsq t�q
pEq u�vxw y{z u�v�wr$q y|z y{z y{zt}q u�vxw ~U���G�1�R� u�v�w

Table 1: Locking Rules for Policy Objects

algorithm presented in this section, �K4on � S16 indicates that the lock request is granted, but only after

the transaction currently holding the lock is aborted and the lock is released. We use an example

to illustrate this. Suppose some transaction DB� holds a deploy lock jkg on a policy object α, and

another transaction D�? wishes to get the write lock h�g and update α. In such a case, a signal

is generated to abort DB� , after which D@� releases the j�g lock and D�? is granted the hig lock.

We assume that a transaction updating a policy ( D�? ) has a higher priority than a transaction ( DB� )
that deploys this policy; hence, we generate a signal to abort the transaction deploying the policy

( D � ). Suppose the policy update transaction D�? executes in session S and affected transaction D �
executes in session � . The two sessions may be different. In this case, the session S must have the

privilege of terminating transactions in session � .
Transaction D�� acquires a read or a deploy lock on a policy object if no other transaction D!? has a

write lock on the same object. Below we specify when a write lock is acquired by D�� .

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Write
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Procedure Process-Write ( �E�x� α � )
begin

if a transaction ��� holds a write/read lock on α

exit; /* Lock unavailable - �B� can retry later */

for each � � holding a deploy lock on α

abort � �
give write lock to α

accept ( ���x� α � ) /* Perform the Write Operation */

end

Definition 6 [Well-formed Transaction] A transaction D�� is well-formed if it satisfies the follow-

ing conditions:

1. Before D�� reads or writes a data or policy object, it must deploy the policy object that autho-

rizes D�� to perform the operation.

2. DB� must acquire the appropriate lock before deploying, reading, or writing a policy object.

3. DB� must acquire the appropriate lock before reading or writing a data object.

4. DB� cannot acquire a lock on an object if another transaction has locked the object in a con-

flicting mode.

5. All locks acquired by D�� are eventually released.

Definition 7 [Well-formed Two-phase Transaction] A transaction D�� is well-formed two-phase

if it is well-formed and all its lock operations precede any of its unlock operations.

Consider a transaction D�� that reads object > (denoted by ;W�2�P>A� ) and then writes object C (denoted

by <��2��C-� ). Policy objects α and β authorize the subject initiating transaction D�� the privilege to

read object > and the privilege to write object C respectively. An example well-formed two-phase

execution of D�� consists of the following sequence of operations: ��jkg}�2Hα J ; �$g��2HI>KJ ; Q��2H α J ; ;R�2H_>!J ;
jkgE�2H β J ; h�gE�RH�C�J ; Q��2H β J ; <��2H�C�J ; �BgE�2H_>!J ; �BgE�2H�C�J ; �BgE�RHα J ; �Bg��NH β J ; % , where jkg�� , �$gE� , higE� , QU� , ;R� ,
<�� , �Bg�� denote the operations of acquiring deploy lock, acquiring read lock, acquiring write lock,

deploy, read, write, lock release, respectively, performed by transaction D}� .

Definition 8 [Policy-Compliant Transaction] A transaction is policy-compliant if for every read

or write operation that the transaction performs, there exists a policy that authorizes the transaction
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to perform the operation for the entire duration of the operation.

Note that, the long duration sensitive transaction given in Section 1 is not policy-compliant. This

resulted in a security breach. Such security breaches are prevented by the locking rules for the

deploy and write operations (Algorithm 1).

To argue about correct or incorrect executions we need the notion of histories. We adopt the

definitions of history, serial history, conflict equivalence of histories, and conflict serializable

history from Bernstein et al. [7]. We give some additional definitions which we use in this paper.

Definition 9 [Semantic Equivalence of Histories] Two histories � and ��� are semantically

equivalent if the following conditions hold:

1. � and � � are defined over the same set of transactions.

2. The state produced by executing � on some initial state
l

is the same as that produced by

executing �i� on the same initial state
l
.

3. The output produced by any transaction D�� in each of the histories is identical.

Note that our notion of semantic equivalence is weaker than conflict equivalence [7] as illustrated

by the following theorem.

Theorem 1 If two histories � and ��� are conflict equivalent, then the histories are semantic equiv-

alent. The converse is not, generally, true.

Definition 10 [Serializable History] A history � defined over a set of transactions +�D 1, D 2, �N�2� ,
DB� 0 is serializable if it is semantic equivalent to some serial execution of the transactions in � .

Definition 11 [Policy-Compliant History] A history � defined over a set of transactions +�D 1, D 2,

�N�N� , DB� 0 is policy-compliant if all the transactions in the history are policy-compliant transactions.

Theorem 2 The committed projection of a history � consisting of a set of well-formed two-phase

transactions is policy-compliant.

Theorem 3 The committed projection of a history � consisting of a set of well-formed two-phase

transactions is conflict serializable.
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4 Algorithm using Semantics of Policy Update Transactions

In this section we show how to use the semantics of policy update transactions to increase concur-

rency. The basic idea is to classify a policy update transaction either as a policy relaxation or as a

policy restriction. Policy relaxation does not decrease the access rights of any subject; transactions

executing by virtue of a policy need not be aborted when the policy is being relaxed. For policy

restriction, we still need to abort transactions that are executing by virtue of the privileges given by

the original policy.

Definition 12 [Policy Update Transaction] A policy update transaction modifies a policy object

�|� = � �!� , � � , �'�`% to �'�� where ���� is obtained by transforming either one or more of the following:

�!� to ���� , � � to
� �� , or �$� to �$�� . ���� , � �� , �$�� denote the modified subject, object and access rights

respectively.

Definition 13 [Policy Relaxation Transaction] A policy relaxation transaction is a policy update

transaction that does not decrease the access rights of any subject.

Definition 14 [Policy Restriction Transaction] A policy restriction transaction is a policy update

transaction that is not a policy relaxation.

Consider the policy object ����(���+ �-����� " ���/.10 "2+135476 . 38"#35476 .19:0 "2+�;�"2<="�> 0 % . Suppose �|� is changed

to ���� = �a+ ������� , ���/.�0 , +135476 . 3 , 35476 .19 , 35476 . � 0 , +�;�"2<="�> 0 % . This is an example of policy relax-

ation because the access rights of subjects John and Joe have not decreased. �s� being changed to

� ���� (��d+ �-������0 , +135476 . 3 , 35476 .19 , 35476 . � 0 , +�;-"2<="�> 0 % is an example of policy restriction because

Joe’s access rights are being curtailed.

In this paper, we take a semantic-based approach to classify a policy update transaction as a

policy relaxation or restriction. We use the specification language Z [36] to express the different

types of policy update transactions. Z is based on set theory, first order predicate logic, and a

schema calculus to organize large specifications. Table 2 in Appendix A briefly explains the Z

notations used in our examples. Other specification and analysis conventions peculiar to Z are

explained as the need arises. We illustrate our approach by using the example of a simple hotel

database. A partial specification of the hotel database appears in Figure 1. The hotel database has

a set of objects, integrity constraints on these objects, and different types of transactions, which
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we identify and explain below. The specification assumes the given types GUEST and ROOM,

which enumerate all possible guests and rooms, respectively. The enumerated type �5D��:D'�E�
gives the possible status of each room which can be either ��è¶SU476�S��±6 . or DKSUé .f� . The hotel database

uses a Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) policy. In RBAC users are assigned to roles (job

function), roles are associated with access rights and users acquire access rights by being members

of roles. To support RBAC, the specification assumes the types USER, OBJECT and RIGHT

which enumerate all possible users, objects and access rights, respectively. The enumerated type

ROLE lists the possible roles associated with the application which in this case can be êäS � SÖn . ; ,
�KëÖ\ . ;Wè/4 l±� ; or ì�6 . ;Wé . We define POLICY as the cartesian product of the set of roles, the set of

objects and the set of rights.

In Z, states, as well as operations, are described with a two-dimensional notation called a
l V ��.fí S . The declarations for the objects appear in the top part of the schema and constraints on the

objects appear in the bottom part. The objects in the hotel database are listed in the schema � � [ . 6 ,
which defines the state of the hotel. The object Access stores the set of policies pertaining to the

hotel database. The objects Role, Object, and Right are functions that record the set of roles, set of

objects, and set of access rights, respectively, that are associated with a policy. The object UserRole

is a function that gives the set of roles that are associated with a user. The object �&[ºS1[îë l is a partial

function that records the status of each room which may be ��è¶SU476�S��±6 . or DKSUé .f� . The object � lRl 4on �
is a partial function that relates the rooms with status Taken and the guests to which these rooms

are assigned. Note that the partial functions representing the objects �&[ºS1[îë l and � lRl 4on � implicitly

capture the following integrity constraints: (i) each room can be either available or taken, and (ii)

each room can be assigned to at most one guest. An additional integrity constraint on the objects in

hotel database appears in the bottom part of schema � � [ . 6 : dom ���&[ºS1[7ë l@ï +�DKSUé .f��0 �!( dom � lRl 4on �
– this states that the set of rooms with status taken is exactly the set of rooms assigned to guests.

For this specific application, we have different types of transactions, namely, AddRoleToPol-

icy, RemoveRoleFromPolicy, AddObject, RemoveObject, AddRight, and RemoveRight, that update

policies. AddRoleToPolicy takes as input a policy object \ ?, and the role
l
? that is to be added to

the policy. AddRoleToPolicy has two preconditions: (i) the policy \ ? that is to be modified must

be an existing policy and (ii) the role
l
? should not already be in the role set of policy \ ?. The

postcondition of AddRoleToPolicy modifies � � 6 . to include the new role
l
? in the role set of pol-
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icy \ ?. The other objects in the hotel database, namely, �&[ºS1[7ë l , � lRl 4on � , �'VRV .WlRl , � �ºð . V±[ , �s4on � [
and � l±. ;R� � 6 . remain unchanged. The other policy update transactions are specified in a similar

manner. We also have two types of transactions, namely, �'Q�Q�� � 6¸4ºVfC and j . 6 . [ . � � 6¸4ºVfC , that add a

new policy and delete an existing policy, respectively. In RBAC, users can be assigned to roles or

removed from existing roles. This is handled by the transactions � lRl 4on � � l±. ;�D � � � 6 . which assigns

a new role to an user and � .fíÓ� è . � l±. ;R3A; ��í � � 6 . which deletes a previously assigned role from

the user.

Before we proceed further, we make a distinction between types of transactions and instances of

transaction. The specifications described above represent the different types of transactions in the

hotel database. Histories, on the other hand, refer to instances of transactions. We denote instances

of transactions using the notation DE� , D�? . We denote the type of an instance of a transaction D��
as [7C@�¶DB�L� . The total number of types of transactions in any given application are finite. However,

infinite instances of transactions may be generated from these finite types of transactions.

From the specifications we can infer that the transactions of type AssignUserToRole, AddPol-

icy, AddRoleToPolicy, AddObject, and AddRight are policy relaxations; RemoveUserFromRole,

DeletePolicy, RemoveRoleFromPolicy, RemoveObject, and RemoveRight are policy restrictions.

4.1 Concurrency Control Based on Knowledge of Policy Change

We now give a concurrency control algorithm that uses the knowledge of the kind of policy change.

The algorithm is a modification to that presented in Section 3. The only difference is in the tasks

performed when a �K4on � S16 entry is encountered. Recall that a �K4on � S16 entry is encountered when a

transaction (say, D�� ) wants to acquire a write lock on some policy object while another transaction

(say, DA� ) holds a deploy lock on the same policy object. In the previous approach (Section 3),

the transaction D � gets aborted and subsequently DE� gets the write lock. In this approach, we first

check if DB� is a policy restriction transaction. If so, we abort all the transactions that are deploying

the policy (such as, D � ), and then grant the write lock to DE� . If DB� is not a policy restriction

operation, then no transaction deploying this policy needs to be aborted.

Note that this algorithm no longer guarantees that transactions will be well-formed (Definition

6). All conditions, except Condition 4, of well-formed transactions still hold. The algorithm

relaxes Condition 4 in Definition 6. It allows a transaction to acquire a write lock on a policy
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object even though other transactions may hold deploy locks on the same policy object. This does

not cause any problems as indicated by the Theorems given below.

Theorem 4 The committed projection of history � generated by this mechanism is policy-compliant.

Theorem 5 The committed projection of a history � generated by this mechanism is serializable.

Theorem 6 This mechanism provides more concurrency than the one given in Section 3.

5 Algorithms using Semantics of Application

The algorithm presented in the previous section helps eliminate aborts of transactions that are exe-

cuting by virtue of policies that are being relaxed. However, there are still some unnecessary aborts

of transactions resulting from policy restrictions. For example, consider a transaction D}� that re-

stricts policy �5� but does not impact a transaction DT? that deploys this policy �|� . In such situations

with our earlier algorithms, the transaction DT? gets aborted. Such useless aborts can be avoided

if we analyze the transaction deploying the policy and the policy restriction transaction. In this

section we show how to perform such analysis using the semantic knowledge of the transactions.

To illustrate our technique, we specify some other types transactions that are relevant to the

hotel database. These are � .Wl±. ;Gè . , ì5S � V . 6 and � . \ � ;f[ as shown in figure 2. Transactions of these

types can be executed provided that the user initiating the transaction has the privilege to perform

the operations specified in the transaction. Moreover, checking whether a user has the privilege to

execute a transaction D�� and executing the transaction DE� should take place atomically. Otherwise a

policy update transaction DT? can execute in between and change the privilege in such a manner that

the user no longer can execute the transaction D�� ; this will result in D�� not being policy-compliant.

Thus, checking the privilege can be thought of as a precondition of the transaction.

The � .Wl±. ;Gè . transaction takes as input a room ; ?, a guest [ ?, and a user 4 ? initiating the

transaction. � .Wl±. ;Gè . has preconditions that check whether user 4 ? has the privilege to execute the

transaction. These include that the user 4 ? must be assigned to the Supervisor role and there must

exist policies � 1 and � 2 that give the Supervisor the privilege to ; . S�Q and <5;G47[ . the objects �&[ºS1[7ë l
and � lRl 4on � . � .Wl±. ;Wè . has another precondition that the room ; ? must be ��è¶SU476�S��±6 . . � .Wl±. ;Gè . has a
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postcondition that the status of ; ? is changed to DKSUé .f� , and the ordered pair ; ? ñ� [ ? is added to

the function � lRl 4on � . The other objects remain unchanged.

ì5S � V . 6 cancels an assignment of a room to a guest. ì5S � V . 6 has the precondition that ; ? must

be assigned to some guest (that is, ; ? must be in the domain of � lRl 4on � ). Like � .Wl±. ;Gè . , ì5S � V . 6 has

preconditions that ensure only authorized users can execute the transaction. The postcondition of

ì5S � V . 6 is that ; ? is removed from the domain of the function � lRl 4on � , and status of ; ? is changed

to ��è¶SU476�S��±6 . .
� . \ � ;f[ prints the objects �&[ºS1[îë l and � lRl 4on � as outputs. The precondition of � . \ � ;W[ ensures

that only ì�6 . ;Gé can execute this transaction, and ì�6 . ;Wé has the privileges necessary to execute the

operations in this transaction.
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Figure 2: Specification of Transactions of the Hotel Database

Let us consider the problem of policy updates. Consider the execution of a � .Wl±. ;Gè . transac-

tion. The � .Wl±. ;Gè . transaction deploys policy � 1 and � 2. Suppose a � .fíÓ� è . � � 6 . 3@; ��í � � 6¸4ºVfC
transaction executes and updates policy � 1, then the � .Wl±. ;Gè . transaction will be aborted. The

� .fíÓ� è . � � 6 . 3@; ��í � � 6¸4ºVfC transaction, specified in Figure 1, does not contain much semantic infor-

mation. This transaction can be executed to remove any role from any given policy. Rather than
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Figure 3: Further Classification of Policy Update Transactions

having this � .fíÓ� è . � � 6 . 3@; ��í � � 6¸4ºVfC transaction, we propose to have more specialized versions,

such as, RemoveRoleManager, RemoveRoleSuper, and RemoveRoleClerk. The specifications of

these transactions are given in Figure 3. The RemoveRoleManager takes as input a policy \ ? and

removes êäS � SÖn . ; from the role set of this policy. The � .fíÓ� è . � � 6 . �Kë¶\ . ; and RemoveRoleClerk

are specified in a similar manner.

Now, let us consider the previous scenario of a � .Wl±. ;Gè . transaction executing by virtue of the

policies � 1 and � 2. Suppose � 1 is updated by a transaction of type � .fíÓ� è . � � 6 . ì�6 . ;Gé . The

� .Wl±. ;Gè . transaction is not affected by this change to � 1 and need not be aborted. Suppose a

� . \ � ;W[ transaction was also executing by virtue of the privilege given by policy � 1. The � . \ � ;W[
transaction, in this case, will be affected and must be aborted. To reason about which transac-

tions are affected by which policy update transactions, we propose the notion of commutativity of

transactions. Our notion is weaker than the syntactic notion of commutativity [7].

Definition 15 [Commutativity of Types of Transactions] Two transaction types 	 and 
 com-

mute if the following holds: the final state and the outputs produced by executing any transaction

DB� of type 	 followed by executing a transaction D�? of type 
 on some initial state � are the

same as that obtained by executing DT? followed by D�� on the same initial state. Stated formally,

transaction types 	 and 
 commute if they satisfy the following property: 	 o
9 
,ø 
 o

9 	 , where

	 o
9 
 formally defines the state resulting from the execution of an instance of 	 followed by the

execution of an instance of 
 .
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Definition 16 [Commute Set of [7CB�ÖDE�L� ] The set of types of transactions that commute with trans-

actions of type [7C@�¶D��º� .
The schema composition operation in Z can be used to evaluate whether two transaction types

commute or not. Theorem 7 proves that � .Wl±. ;Wè . and � .fíÓ� è . � � 6 . êäS � SÖn . ; commute. Similarly,

Commute Set of RemoveRoleManager = + Reserve, Cancel, Report
0
, Commute Set of RemoveRole-

Super = + Report
0
, and Commute Set of RemoveRoleClerk = + Reserve, Cancel

0
. The commute set

of any policy relaxation operation contains all types of transactions.

Theorem 7 � .Wl±. ;Wè . o
9 � .fíÓ� è . � � 6 . êÚS � SÖn . ;�ø � .fíÓ� è . � � 6 . êäS � SÖn . ; o

9 � .Wl±. ;Gè .

5.1 Concurrency Control Mechanism

The concurrency control mechanism requires that for each type of policy update transaction, we

evaluate the commute set of that type of transaction. Note that this task is performed only once for

every application. However, if the application changes, we need to re-evaluate the commute sets

of the policy update transactions.

The mechanism is similar to that presented in Section 4.1. The only difference is in obtaining

a write lock on a policy object. For a transaction DE� to obtain a write lock on a policy object α,

we first check whether some other transaction DT? already has a read or write lock on α. If so, the

lock request is denied. Otherwise, we proceed to check whether some transaction D!? has a deploy

lock on this object. If so, we check whether [7C@�¶D�?¶� is in the commute set of [7C@�¶D��L� . If not, D�? is

aborted and the write lock is granted to DE� . If [îC@�¶D�?¶� is in commute set of [îC@�¶D��L� , then D�? need

not be aborted to grant D�� the write lock.

Theorem 8 The committed projection of history � generated by this mechanism is policy-compliant.

Theorem 9 The committed projection of history � generated by this mechanism is serializable.

6 Minimizing the Effects of Unnecessary Aborts

The approach given in the previous section can minimize but not eliminate aborts. This is because

transactions are classified into a set of finite types. The types of transactions are analyzed stati-

cally to check whether they commute with each other. Whenever there is a potential for a policy
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restriction transaction to affect some transaction that deploys the policy, the transaction deploying

the policy must be aborted. Such unnecessary aborts can be eliminated by doing a dynamic analy-

sis; we do not adopt this approach because of the high execution time penalty. In this section, we

propose an approach that helps to mitigate the effects of these unnecessary aborts.

Our approach is to decompose transactions into steps. Each step of a transaction is now exe-

cuted atomically. Decomposition of transactions into steps helps increase the performance in two

ways. First, the data objects and policy objects are locked for a shorter duration of time (the du-

ration of a step). This helps to achieve more concurrency. Second, policy restrictions no longer

cause useless transaction aborts; they cause steps to abort. Since the work done by a step is less

than that done by the original transaction, less amount of work is wasted.

Decomposition of a transaction into steps introduces new problems. Specifically, the atomicity,

isolation, and consistency properties are no longer satisfied by transactions. Consider, for example,

the Reserve transaction that is decomposed into two steps: Res1 and Res2. Step Res1 changes the

status of a room and step Res2 assigns this room to a guest. We can no longer guarantee the atomic-

ity of the Reserve transaction. Res1 may successfully execute, but the corresponding Res2 may not

be able to execute. This may happen if a step of some other transaction executes after Res1 whose

postcondition prevents the execution of Res2. Since Res1 has committed, it cannot be undone. In

such cases, we need compensating steps that will undo the effects of Res1. Decomposition of a

transaction may also violate database consistency. For example, execution of Res1 violates the

integrity constraint: the rooms with status taken are those assigned to guests. Moreover, if the

Report transaction is executed between these two steps of the Reserve transaction, inconsistencies

will be displayed to the user. This is because transactions no longer have the isolation property and

the Report transaction can see the partial effects of the other transactions. In short, the traditional

transaction processing model [7] can no longer be used to ensure the correctness of the execution.

To solve this problem, we propose using an alternate semantic-based transaction processing model.

6.1 Decomposing Transactions into Steps

In our semantic-based transaction processing model we decompose transactions into steps. To

simplify our presentation, we propose decomposing only the Reserve and the Cancel transactions.

The other transactions are not decomposed; these can be thought of as single step transactions.
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Figure 4: Specification of the Decomposed Hotel Database
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We decompose the Reserve transaction such that � .Wl 1 changes the status of the room, and � .Wl 2
assigns this room to the guest. The preconditions of Reserve are also divided appropriately. For

instance, the Reserve transaction has a precondition that ensures that it is executed only by the role

Supervisor. Thus, each of the steps � .Wl 1 and � .Wl 2 must include preconditions that ensure each get

executed by the Supervisor. The Reserve transaction also requires the existence of some policy � 1

that gives the Supervisor read and write privilege on the object Status. This precondition is now

a part of � .Wl 1 as the object �&[LS1[7ë l is read and written by � .Wl 1 only. The other precondition that

requires the existence of policy � 2 that allows the Supervisor to read and write the object Assign

is now a part of � .Wl 2. The precondition that checks whether the status of room ; ? is available

becomes the precondition for � .Wl 1. The detailed specification for � .Wl 1 and � .Wl 2 appears in

Figure 4. Similarly, the Cancel transaction is decomposed into Can1 and Can2.

6.2 Generalizing the Integrity Constraints

When transactions are decomposed into steps, the execution of a step may no longer satisfy the

integrity constraints. Consider the � .Wl±. ;Gè . transaction in the hotel database decomposed into two

steps � .Wl 1 and � .Wl 2, where � .Wl 1 changes the status of a room ; ? from ��è¶SU476�S��±6 . to D!SUé .f� ,

and � .Wl 2 assigns the room ; ? whose status was changed by � .Wl 1 to the guest [ ?. Execution of

atomic steps, such as � .Wl 1, violates the integrity constraint: the rooms with status taken are those

assigned to guests ( � dom �&[ºS1[îë l{ï +�D!SUé .f��0 ��( dom � lRl 4on � � ). The arrow labeled � .Wl 1 in figure

5(a) illustrates this possibility. Once the integrity constraints are violated, we have no basis for

assessing the correctness of the execution.

Insisting on decompositions where each step maintains database consistency does solve this

problem. However, the steps into which the Reserve transaction is broken is perfectly satisfactory,

and it is excessive to insist that the integrity constraints of the hotel database hold at all intermediate

states. We need a formal model that can accommodate the notion that some – but not all – violations

of the integrity constraints are acceptable.

Figure 5(b) illustrates a model that allows inconsistent states – as defined by the integrity con-

straints – that are nonetheless acceptable. The temporary inconsistency introduced by � .Wl 1 is

allowed, and steps of some other transactions, for example ì5S � 1, can tolerate the inconsistency

introduced by � .Wl 1, and so are allowed to proceed. The general approach is to generalize the orig-
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inal integrity constraints and decompose transactions such that each step satisfies the new integrity

constraints.

The inner circle in figure 5(b) denotes the set consisting of all consistent database states; that

is, states that satisfy the original integrity constraints. The outer circle denotes the set consisting

of states that satisfy the generalized integrity constraints. The ring describes the states that satisfy

the generalized integrity constraints but not the original integrity constraints. The important part

about figure 5(b) is that the set of inconsistent but acceptable states is formally identified and

distinguished from the states that are unacceptable. The advantage is that formal analysis can be

used to investigate activities in states satisfying the generalized integrity constraints.

In the hotel database, the original integrity constraint dom ���&[ºS1[7ë l�ï +�D!SUé .f��0 ��( dom � lRl 4on �
is generalized by adding the auxiliary variables S�VNý±ëT4Ì; . Q and ; . 6 . S l±. Q . The auxiliary variable

S�VNý±ëT4Ì; . Q , which is a set of room, denotes the rooms whose status is taken but which have not yet

been assigned to guests. The auxiliary variable ; . 6 . S l±. Q is also a set of rooms; it denotes the rooms

whose status is available but which are still assigned to some guests. The generalized integrity

constraint is specified as follows � dom ���&[ºS1[îë l|ï +�DKSUé .f��0 �!þÜS�VNý±ëT4Ì; . Q&� O ; . 6 . S l±. Q:( dom � lRl 4on � .

The left hand side signifies the union of rooms with status taken that are assigned to some guests

and rooms with status available that are assigned to some guests. The generalized integrity con-

straint can be rewritten as dom ���&[LS1[7ë l�ï +�DKSUé .f��0 �-þ�S�VNý±ëT4Ì; . Q½( dom � lRl 4on � þ{; . 6 . S l±. Q . The new
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state of the hotel database, given by � � [ . 6_j , appears in Figure 4.

6.3 Sensitive Transaction Isolation Property

After generalizing the integrity constraints, we are now in a position to argue about the correctness

of the decomposition. We do this by proposing a set of necessary properties that must be satisfied

by the decomposed application. One such property is the sensitive transaction isolation property.

In our model, we allow transactions to access database states that do not satisfy the original

integrity constraints. But we may wish to keep some transactions from viewing any inconsistency

with respect to the original integrity constraints. For example, some transactions may output data

to users; these transactions are called sensitive transactions [16]. We require sensitive transactions

to appear to have generated outputs from a consistent state.

Definition 17 [Sensitive Transaction Isolation Property] All output data produced by a sensitive

transaction DB� should have the appearance that it is based on a consistent state (a state satisfying

the original integrity constraints) even though D�� may be running on an inconsistent database state.

In our model, we ensure the sensitive transaction isolation property by construction. There are

two aspects to such a construction. First, for each sensitive transaction, we compute the original

integrity constraints relevant to the calculation of any outputs. This subset of the integrity con-

straints must be implied by the preconditions of the step or steps that generate the output. Second,

as pointed out by Rastogi, Korth and Silberschatz [37], if outputs are generated by multiple steps,

interleaving between these steps must be controlled to ensure that outputs from later steps are

consistent with outputs from earlier steps.

6.4 Compensating Steps

A transaction may not complete successfully if either a precondition of a step is not satisfied, or the

user aborts the transaction, or the system crashes. Incomplete transactions pose special problems in

our model because steps may commit before it is determined whether the transaction can complete.

Suppose a � .Wl±. ;Gè . transaction aborts after step � .Wl 1 commits. Some mechanism must undo

the effects of � .Wl 1. Nullifying the effects of � .Wl 1 using the backwards recovery method of tra-

ditional undo [7], where the state that existed before � .Wl 1 is physically restored, is not possible
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Figure 6: Compensating Steps for � .Wl±. ;Gè . and ì5S � V . 6 transactions

because steps of other transactions may have read the updates of � .Wl 1. Instead we adopt the for-

ward recovery solution of a compensating step [16] which semantically undoes the effects of the

committed step � .Wl 1 and does not disturb the transactions that read from � .Wl 1. Like other steps,

compensating steps are executed atomically. However, the role of a compensating step differs

from that of other steps. A compensating step is not considered part of normal processing of a

transaction; it is initiated only to semantically undo a transaction.

In the hotel database, we specify compensating steps for transactions � .Wl±. ;Wè . and ì5S � V . 6 .
� .Wl±. ;Gè . has a compensating step, ì ��í \K� .Wl 1, that undoes the actions of step � .Wl 1. Similarly,

the compensating step ì ��í \�ì5S � 1 undoes the action of step ì5S � 1 of the ì5S � V . 6 transaction. The

specifications of the compensating steps are shown in Figure 6.

6.5 Semantic Histories

In the previous subsections we show how � .Wl±. ;Gè . and ì5S � V . 6 transactions can be decomposed

into steps and how we can specify compensating steps for these transactions. To argue about the

correctness of executions, we need the notion of histories.

Histories reflect actual executions of transactions and consists of instances of steps and com-

pensating steps. In cases where it is not necessary to distinguish the role of steps from that of

compensating steps, we use the term ‘step’ generically and denote an instance of either a step or a
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compensating step of transaction DE� as DB� ? . Where the roles differ, we use �&� ? to denote an instance

of a step and ì}� ? to denote an instance of a compensating step. In our model, each step or compen-

sating step of a transaction is executed atomically. Since transactions are not executed atomically,

the notion of serial histories in the traditional transaction processing model [7] is replaced by the

notion of stepwise serial history.

Definition 18 [Stepwise Serial History] A stepwise serial history H over a set of transactions T

= +�D 1 "N�N�N�#"UDBÿ 0 is a sequence of steps and compensating steps such that

1. a step DB� ? either appears exactly once in H or does not appear at all,

2. for any two steps �&� ? and D � � , �!� ? precedes D � � in H if �!� ? precedes D � � in D�� ,
3. if a compensating step ì}� ?$X�� , then �!� ?$Xæ� and �!� ? precedes ì�� ? in � , and

4. if �K� ? precedes �K�_ÿ in � and ì}� ?$X�� , then ì��¸ÿ precedes ì}� ? in � .

Condition 1 ensures that every step of a transaction occurs at most once. Condition 2 ensures

that the order of the steps in a transaction is preserved. Condition 3 ensures that a compensating

step appears after the corresponding step. Condition 4 ensures that if the steps of a transaction

are executed in a particular order, the corresponding compensating steps must be executed in the

reverse order. Before describing what it means for a history to be complete, we introduce the

notion of complete execution of transactions.

Definition 19 [Complete Execution] Consider a transaction DE� decomposed into steps �K� 1 "N�N�N�#"2�!�¸�
with compensating steps ì}� 1, �N�N� , ì ���Â��� 1 � . The execution of D�� in a history H is a complete execu-

tion if either (i) all
�

steps of D�� appear in � or (ii) some steps of D�� , namely, �K� 1, �N�2� , �!� ? appear

in � followed by the corresponding compensating steps ì5� ? , �N�N� , ì�� 1, where ð=� � .

Unlike serial histories in traditional databases, not all stepwise serial histories are correct. To

reason about correct and incorrect executions we need state information in the histories. This

motivates us to propose the notion of semantic history.

Definition 20 [Semantic History] A semantic history � is a stepwise serial history bound to

1. an initial state, and

2. the states resulting from the execution of each step in � .
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Informally, we use the term partial semantic history for cases in which the execution of at least

one transaction is incomplete, but from a formal perspective, partial semantic histories are just

semantic histories. Complete semantic histories are a special case of semantic histories:

Definition 21 [Complete Semantic History] A semantic history � over a set of transactions T is

a complete semantic history if the execution of each D�� in T is complete.

Having defined semantic histories, we now give some properties of semantic histories that are

needed for correct execution. These properties are explained in the subsequent sections.

6.6 Semantic Atomicity Property

We begin by motivating the need for the semantic atomicity property. When transactions have

been decomposed into steps, it may not be possible to complete a partially executed transaction.

This may happen if the precondition of some later step is not satisfied, and the earlier steps can-

not be compensated for. The semantic atomicity property formalizes this idea. If an application

has the semantic atomicity property, then all partially executed transactions will complete. If the

application does not have this property, then the application must be revised.

Definition 22 [Semantic Atomicity Property] Every semantic history ��� defined over a set of

transactions T is a prefix of some complete semantic history � over T.

6.7 Consistent Execution Property

In our model steps may be executed in an inconsistent database state. However, after all the trans-

actions complete, the database should be restored to a consistent state. The consistent execution

property formalizes this idea. If an application has consistent execution property, then any com-

plete semantic history executed on a consistent state will result in a consistent state.

Definition 23 [Consistent Execution Property] If we execute a complete semantic history � on

an initial state (i.e., state prior to the execution of any step in � ) that satisfies the original integrity

constraints, then the final state (i.e., state after the execution of the last step in � ) also satisfies the

original integrity constraints.
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6.8 Policy-Compliant Property

To ensure that execution of transactions do not cause security breaches, we propose the policy-

compliant property of semantic histories. But first, we define policy-compliant steps:

Definition 24 [Policy-Compliant Step] A step DE� ? of transaction DB� is policy-compliant if for

every read or write operation that the step performs, there is a policy that authorizes the step to

perform the operation for the entire duration of the operation.

Definition 25 [Policy-Compliant History] A semantic history � defined over a set of transac-

tions T = +�D 1 "UD 2 "N�N�N�#"UDBÿ 0 is policy-compliant if every step D�� ? in � is policy-compliant.

Definition 26 [Policy-Compliant Property] Every semantic history is a policy-compliant history.

A discussion of the necessary properties of the hotel database appear in Appendix C. The entire

process of policy update using transaction decomposition approach is also illustrated in this section.

6.9 Acceptable Histories

Next, we define which histories are acceptable and which are not. Recall that, the decomposition of

transaction into steps violates the atomicity, consistency, and isolation properties of the transaction.

We have proposed three replacement properties, namely, semantic atomicity, consistent execution,

and sensitive transaction isolation, that must be satisfied by histories to ensure correct execution in

our model. In addition, we propose the policy-compliant property which is necessary to prevent

security breaches. We now give the formal definition of a correct semantic history.

Definition 27 [Correct Semantic History] A semantic history satisfying all the four properties,

that is, the semantic atomicity property, the consistent execution property, the sensitive transaction

isolation property, and the policy-compliant property is defined to be a correct semantic history.

In each correct semantic history, the steps of a transaction are executed serially. Serial execution

of steps of transactions results in poor performance. To improve the performance, we propose that

the steps of the transactions be executed concurrently. When steps are executed concurrently, we

need to reason about the correctness of the execution. To do this, we propose another definition of

history by using the notion of steps and conflicts.
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Definition 28 [History] A history � defined over a set of transactions T = +�D 1 "N�N�N�#"UDBÿ 0 , where

each transaction D�� is composed of
� � steps, is a partial order of operations with ordering relation

�	� where:

1. ��( O ÿ��
 1
O ��?�
 1 DB� ? ;

2. ����� O ÿ��
 1
O ���?�
 1

� � ? ; and

3. for any two conflicting operations \�"RýkXú� , either \ ��� ý or ý ��� \ .
Condition 1 says that the execution represented by � involves precisely the operations of the steps

of T. Condition 2 says that � preserves the order of operations in each step. Condition 3 says

that every pair of conflicting operations are ordered in � . We now give the definition of correct

concurrent histories.

Definition 29 [Correct Stepwise Serializable History] A history that is semantic equivalent to a

correct semantic history is a correct stepwise serializable history.

6.10 Concurrency Control Mechanism

In this section we describe a mechanism that generates correct stepwise serializable histories. The

concurrency control mechanism is similar to that given in Section 5.1. The only difference is that

steps and not transactions are executed atomically. This means that steps request locks instead of

transactions and lock release takes place when steps terminate. The algorithm for obtaining the

write lock on a policy object makes use of the notion of commutativity of types of steps. Each

type of step of a policy update transaction has an associated commute set that contains the types of

steps of transactions that commute with it. Suppose step D�� ? requests a write lock on policy object

α. The algorithm first checks to see if some other step, say D���� , has a read or write lock on α. If

so, the lock request is denied and DE� ? has to try later. Otherwise the algorithm finds the set of steps

that have a deploy lock on α. For each such step D�ÿ}� , the algorithm checks if [7CB�ÖDEÿ���� is in the

commute set of [7C@�¶D�� ?/� . If [7CB�ÖD�ÿ��T� is not in this commute set, then DEÿ�� is aborted and the locks

associated with D�ÿ�� are released and D�� ? gets the write lock. Otherwise DEÿ�� need not be aborted

to grant DB� ? the write lock.

Theorem 10 The committed projection of a history � generated by our mechanism produces

policy-secure histories.
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Theorem 11 If the application has been decomposed such that it produces correct semantic histo-

ries, then the concurrency control mechanism generates correct stepwise serializable histories.

7 Related Work

Related Work on Policy Updates

A large body of work appears in the area of access control. Researchers have proposed access

control models [6, 8, 44, 45], policy specification languages [5, 9, 12, 19, 21, 22, 34, 42], and

techniques for identifying conflicts in policies [18, 28, 32, 50, 51]. Policy updates have received

relatively little attention. Ray and Xin [41] proposed algorithms for concurrent and real-time up-

date of access control policies. The algorithms proposed are syntax-based and do not use any

semantic knowledge of transactions. The idea that semantic knowledge can be used for real-time

update of access control policies was proposed by Ray [38]. In this work the author considered

only simple kinds of authorization policies ����(*�ã�K�!��"UD��!��"#�'�!�}% where �K�K� , D��K� , ���!� repre-

sents the set of subjects, the set of objects, and the set of access rights respectively. A policy can be

changed by performing a series of set union or set difference operations. Depending on what kinds

of operations were performed, the policy update is classified as policy restriction or relaxation.

The author proposed algorithms that uses this knowledge to generate conflict serializable histories.

The author also introduced the idea of how the application context can be used to check whether a

policy update transaction interferes with a transaction that deploys the policy. However, a formal

treatment of this idea is missing from the work. The current work provides a more in-depth treat-

ment, together with theorems and proofs. In addition, in this work we show how transactions can

be decomposed to minimize the effects of useless aborts.

Some work has been done in identifying interesting adaptive policies and formalization of

these policies [14, 47]. A separate work [46] illustrates the feasibility of implementing adaptive

security policies. The above works pertain to multilevel security policies encountered in military

environments; the focus is in protecting confidentiality of data and preventing covert channels. We

consider a more general problem and our results will be useful to both the commercial and military

sector.

Automated management of security policies for large scale enterprise has been proposed by
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Damianou [11]. This work uses the PONDER specification language to specify policies. The

simplest kinds of access control policies in PONDER are specified using a subject-domain, object-

domain and access-list. The subject-domain specifies the set of subjects that can perform the

operations specified in the access-list on the objects in the object-domain. New subjects can be

added to the subject-domain or subjects can be removed from the subject-domain. The object-

domain can also be changed in a similar manner. But this work does not allow the policy speci-

fication itself to change. An example will help illustrate this point. Suppose we have a policy in

PONDER that is implementing Role-Based Access Control: subject-domain = Manager, object-

domain = /usr/local, access-list = read, write. This policy allows all Managers to read/write all

the files stored in the directory /usr/local. The supporting toolkit allows adding/removing users

from the domain Manager, adding/deleting files in the domain /usr/local. However, it will not

allow the policy specification to be changed. For example, the subject-domain cannot be changed

to Supervisors. Our work, focuses on the problem of updating the policy specification itself and

complements the above mentioned work.

Related Work on Semantic-Based Transaction Processing

Concurrency control in database systems is a well researched topic. Some of the important

pioneering works have been described by Bernstein et al. [7]. Thomasian [52] provides a more

recent survey of concurrency control methods and their performance. The use of semantics for

increasing concurrency has also been proposed by various researchers [3, 4, 15, 16, 17, 20, 24, 29].

The use of semantic knowledge for solving other problems, such as, ensuring atomicity of secure

multilevel transactions [2, 39], and ensuring autonomy of local databases [37, 40], have also been

investigated by researchers.

Other researchers have also generalized the notion of serializability and proposed new cor-

rectness criteria for transaction executions [1, 13, 15, 16, 24, 25, 27, 54]. For example, in [13],

the authors develop quasi-serializability as a correctness criterion for transactions executing on

heterogeneous distributed database systems. The authors in [1] propose three correctness criteria:

consistency, orderability and strong orderability for non-serializable executions. Garcia-Molina

[16] proposed the idea of semantically consistent schedule and sensitive transactions. A seman-

tically consistent schedule is one which maintains database consistency and sensitive transactions

view consistent data. In some of these works, researchers have decomposed transactions into steps
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[1, 15, 16, 24, 48, 49] and developed semantic based correctness criteria [1, 15, 16]. A formal treat-

ment of compensating transactions is presented in [26] in which the authors propose a generalized

model that allows the definition of various types of compensating transactions.

Related Work on Dynamic and Adaptive Workflow

Researchers [10, 23, 30, 31, 33, 43, 53] have motivated the need for workflow systems that have

the ability to adapt to the changing environments. Kammer et al. [23] have identified different

kinds of exception handling capabilities for adaptive workflows. They also describe how some

of these capabilities have been incorporated in the Endeavors workflow support system. Van der

Aalst et al.[53] have mentioned that when a workflow is changed there are three ways to manage

workflow instances that were active during the change: (a) restart, (b) proceed, and (c) transfer.

Restart causes abort of all the tasks that were being executed under the original model. Proceed

requires continuation of the workflow instance under the original model. Transfer requires the

instance to be changed dynamically such that it complies with the new model.

Sadiq [43] recognizes that changes to workflow model or workflow instances can lead to seri-

ous inconsistencies and errors. He points out that the problem becomes more critical when active

instances are involved while the workflow model is being changed. The authors approach this

problem by first formalizing how workflow can be modified, and then checking whether the in-

stance initiated under the original workflow complies with the updated workflow. The instances

generated from the old workflow may continue to follow the old model or they may be provided

with a revised schedule to comply with the new model. The generation of revised schedule may

need manual intervention.

Mathews [31] has also addressed the problem of changing workflow policies while active work-

flow instances are in progress. He agrees that aborting active workflow instances prior to changing

a workflow policies is inefficient and ineffective. To deal with this situation, he proposes SWAP, an

agent-based architecture, that deals with changes in B2B workflow policies. In this architecture,

the different agents keep track of the active workflow instances and their state of execution and are

responsible for transitioning the workflow instance so that it complies with the new policy.

Muller and Rahm[33] suggested that dynamic workflow modification is needed for many ap-

plications, such as, medical domain. In such domains the large number of exceptions cannot be

handled by the domain except. They have developed a rule-based approach for detecting semantic
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exceptions that occur during instance execution. The control-flow of other instances affected by

this exception needs to be modified dynamically. For this purpose, the authors have proposed two

algorithms that carry out the dynamic change of control-flow.

8 Conclusion

Real-time update of policy is an important problem for both the commercial and the military sector.

Towards this end, we propose different kinds of concurrency control algorithms that will allow

real-time and concurrent policy updates in a database system. The algorithms differ with respect to

the level of semantic knowledge used and the degree of concurrency provided. Of the algorithms

proposed, the most concurrency is obtained from the one in which transactions are not executed

as atomic units but are decomposed into steps. Once transactions are decomposed into steps,

the properties of atomicity, consistency and isolation are violated and the traditional transaction

processing model can no longer be used. To solve this problem, we propose an alternate semantic-

based transaction processing that ensures the correctness of execution by requiring the application

to have a set of necessary properties.

Checking whether the application satisfies the necessary properties comes with a cost. The

cost involves formally specifying and analyzing the application. However, such analysis is done

off-line and incurs no execution time penalty. Moreover, the analysis needs to be done only when

the application is developed or modified. One can nevertheless argue that checking for the satisfac-

tion of properties manually may be a tedious and error-prone process for real-world applications.

Towards this end, we propose the use of model-checkers for automatically verifying the properties.

In earlier works [39, 40] we have shown how properties for multi-level secure and multidatabase

applications can be verified using state-of-the-art model checkers. Similar techniques can be used

for verification of properties presented in this paper. Sometimes applications may not have the

necessary properties. In such cases, the applications must be revised. Note that sometimes it may

not be possible to change the application without modifying its semantics. For these situations our

model is not suitable and an alternate approach must be used.

In this work we have shown how formal methods can be used in semantics-based concurrency

control. Using formal methods has additional benefits. In future, we plan to investigate how
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formal methods can be used to detect inconsistencies arising due to policy updates. Examples of

inconsistencies include conflicts in the policy specification and loss of functionality due to errors

in the policy specification. We plan to extend our approach by specifying more complex policies

and providing more detailed analysis of inconsistencies that can arise due to policy updates.
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Appendix A – Z Notation

�
Set of Natural Numbers

�^� Powerset of Set �
# � Cardinality of Set �
þ Set Difference (Also schema ‘hiding’)
� o

9  Forward Composition of � with 
>½ñ� C Ordered Pair �P>�"�C-�
� ñ�  Partial Function from � to 
� ñ�  Partial Injective Function from � to 
���æ� Relation � with Set  Removed from Domain
� ï  Relation � with Range Restricted to Set 
dom � Domain of Relation �
ran � Range of Relation �
���) Function � Overridden with Function 
> ? Variable > ? is an Input
> ! Variable > ! is an Output
> State Variable > before an Operation
>K� State Variable >K� after an Operation
∆ � Before and After State of Schema A
Ξ � ∆ � with No Change to State

Table 2: Relevant Z Notation

Appendix B – Proofs of the Theorems

Proofs of Theorems from Section 3

Theorem 1 If two histories � and � � are conflict equivalent, then the histories are semantic equiv-

alent. The converse is not, generally, true.

Proof 1 Suppose � and ��� are conflict equivalent. To prove that they are semantic equivalent, we

must show that they satisfy all the three conditions given in Definition 9. Condition 1 is satisfied

because conflict equivalence also requires the same criterion. To show that � and � � satisfy

conditions 2 and 3, we make use of the following property of conflict equivalent histories: the

histories � and � � have the same reads from relationships and the same final writes [7]. That is,

if <��2HI>KJ is the final write in history � , then <|�2HI>KJ is also the final write in history � � . If DB� reads

> from D�? in � , then D�� reads > from D�? in �i� . The value written by a transaction DE� on a data
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item > depends on the the values of the data items read by D�� . Thus, the value written by a final

write on some data item > is identical in both the histories. Thus, if the two histories � and �æ� are

executed on the same initial state, they will produce the same final state. Condition 2 of Definition

9 is therefore satisfied. The output produced by a transaction D�� depends on the values of data

items it reads. If � and �i� are conflict equivalent, a transaction DE� in � will have the same reads

from relation as the transaction D�� in �i� . Thus, the output produced by any transaction D�� is the

same in both the histories and condition 3 of Definition 9 is satisfied.

To show that the converse is not, generally, true, consider the following two transactions D 1

and D 2:

D 1 (�;!H_>!J ; >8(È> � 100; <8H_>!J ; ;!H�C�J ; C^(aC�� 100; <½H�C�J ;
D 2 (�;!H�C�J ; Cb(�C � 50; <8H�C�J ; ;!H_>!J ; >8(È>�� 50; <8HI>KJ ;
Consider the following two histories � ��� and � ����� that consists of operations of D 1 and D 2 (we do

not show the internal operations of the transactions):

�i���U(�; 1 HI>KJ ; < 1 H_>!J ; ; 2 H�C�J ; < 2 H�C�J ; ; 2 H_>!J ; < 2 H_>!J ; ; 1 H�C�J ; < 1 H�CTJ ;
�i�����U(�; 1 HI>KJ ; < 1 H_>!J ; ; 1 H�C�J ; < 1 H�C�J ; ; 2 H�C�J ; < 2 H�CTJ ; ; 2 HI>KJ ; < 2 HI>KJ ;
�i��� and �i����� are not conflict-equivalent because they do not order conflicting operations in the

same way. The two histories are semantic equivalent because they produce the same state and

output when executed on the same initial state.

Theorem 2 The committed projection of a history � consisting of a set of well-formed two-phase

transactions is policy-compliant.

Proof 2 Assume that the history � is not policy-compliant. This means that one or more trans-

actions in the history � are not policy-compliant. Suppose D�� is one such transaction. Without

loss of generality, assume that the transaction D�� does not have write access to an object
� �

but

nevertheless updates object
���

. We show that this cannot happen. Since DE� is well-formed, it will

deploy the appropriate policy object before it performs the update. Moreover, before the deploy

operation can take place, D�� has to obtain the deploy lock for a policy object α that authorizes D��
to update

���
. Thus, when D�� initially accessed

���
, there was a policy object α that allowed DE�

to update
���

. So, the only possibility is that while DE� was updating
���

, the policy object α got

deleted or modified. But according to well-formed rules this is not possible. Any transaction D!?
modifying the policy object α has to obtain a write lock ( h�g ) on α. Before the write lock on α
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can be granted, the transaction DE� holding the deploy lock ( jkg ) has to be aborted and the deploy

lock released. Thus, the above scenario of D�� updating
���

without any policy authorizing D�� to do

so, does not arise in our case. Therefore, D�� is policy-compliant. Our assumption, that the history

� is not policy-compliant, is wrong.

Theorem 3 The committed projection of a history � consisting of a set of well-formed two-phase

transactions is conflict serializable.

Proof 3 We prove this by contradiction. Assume that the history � , produced by transactions

+�D 1 "UD 2 "N�N�N�#"UDB� 0 , is not conflict serializable. Then the serialization graph [7] produced from

this history contains a cycle. Without loss of generality, assume that this cycle is D 1 � D 2 �
D 3 �N�N��DB�8� D 1. The presence of the arrow D 1 � D 2, signifies that there is an operation in D 1

that conflicts with and precedes another operation in D 2. The unlock operation in D 1 must precede

the lock operation in D 2 (this is because the data object involved in a conflicting operation can be

locked by only one transaction at any time). That is, � 1 � ��! �5�]g 2 � ��! � . Using similar arguments,

we can argue that for the edge D 2 � D 3, there is an unlock operation in D 2 that precedes a lock

operation in D 3. That is, � 2 � � " ��� g 3 � � " � . Since transaction D 2 is two-phase, g 2 � ��! ��� � 2 � � " � .
Therefore, we can conclude that � 1 � ��! �{�dg 3 � � " � . This argument can be extended and we can

arrive at the conclusion that � 1 � ��! �s�âg 1 � � � � . This is not possible because D 1 is two-phase.

Thus, we arrive at a contradiction. Hence, our initial assumption that the history is not conflict

serializable is wrong. Therefore, the history � is conflict serializable.

Proofs of Theorems from Section 4

Theorem 4 The committed projection of a history � generated by this mechanism is policy-

compliant.

Proof 4 Assume that the history � is not policy-compliant. This means that one or more trans-

action in the history � is not policy-compliant. Suppose transaction D�� is not policy-compliant.

Without loss of generality, assume that the transaction D�� does not have write access to an object
���

but nevertheless updates object
� �

. We show that this cannot happen. Since DE� satisfies all but

Condition 4 of the Definition 6, it will deploy the appropriate policy object before it performs the

update. Moreover, before the deploy operation can take place, D�� has to obtain the deploy lock for
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the policy object. In other words, before D�� can access
���

, it has to obtain the deploy lock for a

policy object α that authorizes DE� to update
���

. Thus, when D�� initially accessed
���

, there was a

policy object α that allowed D�� to update
���

. So, the only possibility is that while DE� was updating
���

, the policy object α got modified such that D�� no longer has the privilege to update
� �

. But this

scenario cannot occur according to our algorithm. Any transaction D-? modifying the policy object

α has to obtain a write lock ( hig ) on α. Before the write lock on α can be granted, the transaction

DB� holding the deploy lock ( jkg ) has to be aborted and the deploy lock released (because D!? re-

stricts the policy). Thus, the above scenario of D�� updating
���

without any policy authorizing DE�
to do so, does not arise in our case. Therefore, D�� is policy-compliant. Our assumption, that the

history � is not policy-compliant, is wrong.

Theorem 5 The committed projection of a history � generated by this mechanism is serializable.

Proof 5 The only change from the algorithms given in Section 3 is with regards to a transac-

tion (say, DB� ) being able to acquire a write lock on a policy object (say, α), while another trans-

action (say, D�? ) holds a deploy lock on the same policy object. That is, the only time two

conflicting locks are acquired simultaneously, is when one transaction D-? already has a deploy

lock on a policy object and another transaction D�� acquires a write lock on the policy object

for the purpose of relaxing the policy. This allows a policy relaxation transaction to be exe-

cuted between the operations of a transaction deploying the policy. Without loss of general-

ity assume that � is one such history containing the transactions D�� and D�? mentioned above:

� ( Q2?�H α J ; ;7?�H ��! J ; Q��2H β J ; <��2H α J ; <K?TH � " J ; Vº? ; VW� . We permit this history because the policy relax-

ation operation does not conflict with the deploy operation and can take place concurrently. The

effect will be equivalent to executing the transaction that is deploying the policy followed by the

transaction that is relaxing the policy. In other words, the history � is semantic equivalent to the

following serial history ��� , where �i�1(áQ2?�H α J ; ;7?�H ��! J ; <K?�H � " J ; Vº? ; Q��2H β J ; <��2H α J ; VW� ; . Thus, allow-

ing a transaction to hold onto a deploy lock on a policy object while another transaction acquires a

write lock on the same policy object in order to relax the policy, still produces serializable histories.

Theorem 6 The concurrency control algorithm given in Section 4 provide more concurrency than

the one given in Section 3.
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Proof 6 Let H1 and H2 be the set of all possible histories generated by the locking rules given

in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively. We need to prove that H1 is a proper subset of H2, that

is, H1 # H2. The proof will proceed in two parts: (i) First, we will prove that for any history

� 1, if � 1 X H1, then � 1 X H2. (ii) Next, we will prove that for some history � 2 where � 2 X H2,

� 2 YX H1. In the following paragraphs we outline the two proofs.

Proof of (i): Let � 1 X H1. We need to prove that � 1 X H2. Assume that � 1 YX H2. This is

possible only if there is some operation in � 1 that cannot be scheduled by the concurrency control

rules of Section 4. In other words, the locking rules of Section 4 prohibit obtaining locks necessary

for this operation. For ordinary data objects, the locking rules are the same for both the approaches.

So the only possibility is that this is an operation on a policy object. Suppose this a Write operation.

The locking rules prevents obtaining a write lock only when some other transactions have a read

lock or write lock on the policy object. But in this case the locking rules given in Section 3 would

have also disallowed the write lock and hence the Write operation in � 1. Thus, the operation is not

a Write operation. Similar arguments can be made for the Deploy and Read operations. Hence any

operation in � 1 will also be permitted by the locking rules of Section 4. In other words � 1 X H2.

Proof of (ii): We need to show that for some � 2 X H2, � 2 YX H1. Let � 2 ( Q��2Hα J ; ;G�2H ��! J ; Q2?�H β J ;
<K?�Hα J ; <��2H � " J ; VW� ; Vº? . � 2 is a history generated by interleaving the operations of two transactions

DB� and D�? , where D���(ãQ��2H α J ; ;R�2H ��$ J ; <��2H ��% J ; VW� and D�?�(âQ2?�H β J ; <K?�H α J ; Vº? . DB� Reads and Writes

the data objects
��$

and
��%

respectively. D�� executes by virtue of policy α. DT? updates policy α by

performing a policy relaxation operation <`?�� α � . D�? executes due to the privileges given by policy

β. Let us see how the concurrency control mechanism in Section 4 executes � 2. First, a deploy

lock will be obtained on policy object α and the deploy operation performed by transaction D}� .
Then, a read lock will be obtained on object

�&!
and the read operation performed by DE� . After

that, D�? will acquire a deploy lock on policy object β and perform the deploy operation. Then, D!?
will acquire a write lock on policy object α to perform the write operation. Since this is a policy

relaxation, the write lock will be granted without aborting D�� . After this, the write operation is

performed. Continuing in this manner, the concurrency control algorithm in Section 4 will be

able to complete this history. Since the history � 2 can be generated by the locking rules given

in Section 4, � 2 X H2. However, � 2 cannot be generated by the locking rules given in Section

3. This is because before the operation <`?TH α J can take place, the locking protocol must obtain the
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write lock on α. Before the write lock can be obtained, transaction D�� must be aborted. Therefore,

� 2 YX H1.

Proofs of Theorems in Section 5

Theorem 7 � .Wl±. ;Wè . o
9 � .fíÓ� è . � � 6 . êÚS � SÖn . ;�ø � .fíÓ� è . � � 6 . êäS � SÖn . ; o

9 � .Wl±. ;Gè .

Proof 7 L.H.S. on simplification yields the following schema

pEv�w�v�²x·RvLp�v�ÛszR·RvPpEzR�_vx¨=�R�1���±v�²
∆
® zGÅ¿v�� ; Å ? :

¡�£�¤ ~K¥ ; ² ? : p|§�§@¨ ; � ? :
£ ~ ¤ p ; µ ? : ¼`¾ » §`q� ¬ u À

~�´2µ¶v�²x·#�¸w�zR²}Ñ £ w�v�²ºpEzR�_vf¾î� ? Àò »
1 :
» §`qT ¬ uió » 1 Ñ'Ã�ÆPÆPv�wLw ô ~�´2µ¶v�²x·2�¸w�zR²}Ñ'pEzR�_vf¾ » 1

À
ô ~UÅ¿�GÅo´ew@Ñ8§EÄ�É�vPÆ#Å�¾ » 1

À ô Îe²±¦ºõ�Ï�å�pE���NÊ/Å�¾ » 1
À

ò »
2 :
» zG���¢Æ�Ð5ó » 2 Ñ'Ã�ÆPÆPv�wLw ô ~�´2µ¶v�²x·2�¸w�zR²}Ñ'pEzR�_vf¾ » 2

À
ô Ã}wPwx���G�'Ñ8§EÄ¢É�vPÆ�Å�¾ » 2

À ô Îe²±¦LõEÏ�å�p����2ÊÖÅ�¾ » 2
À

~UÅ¿�GÅo´ewf¾î² ? À °ÓÃ�·R�R���I�fÄ��_v ; µ ? Ñ'Ã�ÆPÆLv�wPw ; ¨=�R�1���±v�²}å*p�zR�Iv±¾�µ ? À
pEzG�Iv#Òf°Óp�zR�Iv�Ø=Î#µ ? ËÇapEzG�Iv±¾¸µ ? À�Þ Î±¨=�G�U���±v�²GÏfÏ
~UÅ¿�GÅo´ew�ÒG°i~1ÅÂ�WÅ¢´ew�Ø=Îe² ? ËÇö¥��#¹fv���Ï ; Ã}wPwx���G�UÒf°ÓÃ�wPwP���W� Ù Î/² ? ËÇãÅ ? Ï
Ã�ÆLÆPv�wPw�ÒR°�Ã�ÆLÆPv�wPw ; §EÄ�É�vPÆ#ÅÌÒf°Ú§EÄ¢É�vPÆ�Å ; p����NÊ/ÅÌÒf°�p����2ÊÖÅ ; £ w�v�²ºpEzG�Iv#ÒW° £ w�v�²ºpEzG�Iv

The R.H.S. on simplification also yields the same schema.

Theorem 8 The committed projection of history � generated by this mechanism is policy-compliant.

Proof 8 This can be proved in a manner similar to Theorem 4.

Theorem 9 The committed projection of history � generated by this mechanism is serializable.

Proof 9 The change from the algorithm given in Section 3 is that we allow a transaction to acquire

a write lock on a policy object while other transactions hold deploy locks on the same policy

object. Note that, this is allowed only when the other transactions holding the deploy locks can

commute with the transaction updating the policy. In other words, we allow conflicting locks to

be held simultaneously only when the operations do not conflict. In such cases the policy update

transaction being interleaved between other transactions that are deploying the policy has the same

effect as executing the policy update transaction serially after the transactions that have deployed

the policy.
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Proofs of Theorems from Section 6

Theorem 10 The committed projection of history � generated by this mechanism are policy-

compliant.

Proof 10 This can be proved in a manner similar to Theorem 4.

Theorem 11 If the application has been decomposed such that it produces correct semantic histo-

ries, then the concurrency control mechanism generates correct stepwise serializable histories.

Proof 11 The application has been decomposed such that it produces correct semantic histories.

We need to prove that our mechanism produces correct stepwise serializable histories. First, let us

consider the case when the commute set of each step of any policy update transaction is empty.

In such cases, our mechanism produces histories that are conflict equivalent to correct semantic

histories. Next, suppose that the commute sets are not empty. In such cases, the mechanism may

produce histories that are not conflict equivalent to correct semantic histories. This happens be-

cause it allows a step of policy update transaction to acquire a write lock while steps of other

transactions may hold deploy locks. Because of this operations of a step of policy update trans-

action can interleave with operations of steps of transactions that are deploying this policy. This

interleaving is allowed only when the steps of policy update transaction and steps of transactions

commute and do not conflict. In such cases, the effect of the interleaving is the same as that of

executing the step of the policy update transaction after the step of the transaction deploying this

policy. Thus, all histories produced are semantic equivalent to correct semantic histories.

Appendix C – Properties for the Example

The Consistent Execution Property

The consistent execution property requires that if we execute a complete semantic history � on

an initial state that satisfies the original integrity constraints, then the final state also satisfies the

original integrity constraints.

For the hotel database, the original integrity constraints are satisfied when S�VNý±ëT4Ì; . Q�((' and

; . 6 . S l±. Q^()' . Thus we have to prove that if the initial state of a complete semantic history satisfies
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S�VNý±ëT4Ì; . Q�(*' and ; . 6 . S l±. Q*((' , the final state of the history will also satisfy S�VNý±ë�4Ì; . Q�(+' and

; . 6 . S l±. Q8(,' .

Let
�

1,
�

2,
�

3,
�

4, V � 1, V � 3 be the number of steps of type � .Wl 1, � .Wl 2, ì5S � 1, ì5S � 2, ì ��í \K� .Wl 1
and ì ��í \�ì5S � 1 respectively present in any complete history. The variable S�VNý±ëT4Ì; . Q is modified by

steps of type � .Wl 1, � .Wl 2 and ì ��í \K� .Wl 1. � .Wl 1 adds a room to the set S�VNý±ë�4Ì; . Q . This room is taken

out in step � .Wl 2 or in compensating step ì ��í \K� .Wl 1. Thus, M�S�VNý±ë�4Ì; . QæM ( � 1 � � � 2 � V � 1 �-�N�N�R� 1 � .
In a complete history all reserve transactions have completed execution. Corresponding to each

step of type � .Wl 1 in the history, there is either a step of type � .Wl 2 or a compensating step of

type ì ��í \K� .Wl 1. Thus,
�

1 ( � 2 �]V � 1 �N�N�N� 2 � . From (1) and (2), MUS�VNý±ë�4Ì; . QäM�( 0. In other words

S�VNý±ëT4Ì; . QÓ(-' . Using similar arguments we can prove that, ; . 6 . S l±. Q�(-' . Thus, in a complete

history the final state satisfies S�VNý±ë�4Ì; . Q:(�' and ; . 6 . S l±. Q:(�' .

The Sensitive Transaction Isolation Property

The sensitive transaction isolation property requires that all output data produced by sensitive

transactions should have the appearance that the sensitive transactions are executed on a consistent

database state even though they may be running on an inconsistent database state.

In the hotel database, we have only one sensitive transaction � . \ � ;f[ . The sensitive transaction

isolation property is achieved by construction. We compute the subset of the integrity constraints

that must hold for the precondition for � . \ � ;W[ . We obtain these from � � [ . 6 by hiding the state

variables not involved in producing the output of � . \ � ;W[ . Since there are no such state variables,

the schema obtained is the same as � � [ . 6 . In other words the original integrity constraint must be

satisfied for producing consistent output in � . \ � ;W[ :

dom ���&[ºS1[7ë l}ï +�DKSUé .f��0 ��( dom �L� lRl 4on � �

This constraint is implied by the generalized integrity constraint:

dom ���&[ºS1[7ë l}ï +�DKSUé .f��0 � O ; . 6 . S l±. Qb( dom �P� lRl 4on � � O S�VNý±ëT4Ì; . Q

when S�VNý±ë�4Ì; . Q=(a; . 6 . S l±. Q . Since the sets S�VNý±ëT4Ì; . Q and ; . 6 . S l±. Q are disjoint, we include precondi-

tions S�VNý±ëT4Ì; . Q8(,' and ; . 6 . S l±. Q8(.' as preconditions for � . \ � ;f[ .
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The Semantic Atomicity Property

The semantic atomicity property requires that all partially executed transactions will complete.

In the hotel database, we need to prove that any partial semantic history �&� defined over one

or more incomplete transactions of type � .Wl±. ;Gè . , ì5S � V . 6 is a prefix of a complete history defined

over the same transactions.

Consider a partial semantic history ��� containing an incomplete � .Wl±. ;Gè . transaction. In other

words � .Wl 1 has been executed but not � .Wl 2 or ì ��í \K� .Wl 1. First, we check whether � .Wl 2 can

execute and complete the execution of � .Wl±. ;Gè . . � .Wl 2 has preconditions that check whether a

user executing this transaction is a �Kë¶\ . ;Gè/4 l±� ; and whether there exists a policy that allows the

�KëÖ\ . ;Wè/4 l±� ; to read and write the object � lRl 4on � . These preconditions will be violated when the

policy authorizing the supervisor to execute this transaction is deleted or modified. Now let us see

whether this transaction can be completed by executing a ì ��í \K� .Wl 1. ì ��í \K� .Wl 1 has precondi-

tions that check whether a user executing this transaction is a �Kë¶\ . ;Gè/4 l±� ; and whether there exists a

policy that allows the �Kë¶\ . ;Gè/4 l±� ; to read and write the object �&[ºS1[7ë l . Here again, the execution of

a policy update transaction, say � .fíÓ� è . � � 6 . �Kë¶\ . ; , may violate the precondition of ì ��í \K� .Wl 1.

In other words, the � .Wl±. ;Gè . transaction cannot be completed in some scenarios and the application

does not have semantic atomicity property.

Modification of the Application

To ensure semantic atomicity, we must modify the application. One possible way is to introduce

another role, called � . Vfë�;G47[7C �0/ V . ; , and change the specification of the compensating steps so

that � . Vfë�;G47[7C �0/ V . ; always can execute the compensating steps. The specification of the modified

compensating steps is given in Figure 7. Also, the application must not have a policy update

transaction that removes privileges associated with the role � . Vfë�;G47[7C �0/ V . ; .

The Policy-Compliant Property

The policy-compliant property requires that every semantic history generated from the application

is policy-compliant.

Suppose � is a semantic history generated from the hotel database. Assume that � is not

policy-compliant. In other words, there is a step D�� ? in � that is not policy-compliant. We show

that this situation is not possible. Whenever a step or a compensating step is specified, we impose
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Figure 7: Modified Compensating Steps to Ensure Semantic Atomicity

additional preconditions that check whether the user initiating the step has the privilege for exe-

cuting the operations in a step. For instance, in the specification for � .Wl 1 (Figure 4) we include

preconditions that ensure that � .Wl 1 is executed only by the Supervisor and there exists policies

that give the Supervisor read and write privileges on the object Status. Similar preconditions are

attached to all steps and compensating steps of the hotel database. Note that a step D�� ? can be

executed only if all its preconditions are satisfied. So whenever D�� ? begins execution, it is policy-

compliant. The only possibility is that during the execution of D�� ? , the policy authorizing DE� ?
to perform the operations might be modified. This possibility is avoided because in a seman-

tic history (which is also a stepwise serial history) steps are executed atomically. So if D�� ? was

policy-compliant when it started execution, it will be so when it completes execution. Thus, step

DB� ? not being policy-compliant does not arise, which implies that the semantic history � is also

policy-compliant.

Flow Diagram of the Process

The application development process begins by creating the database objects related to the appli-

cation and defining transactions for accessing these objects. The next step is to protect the database

objects from unauthorized access. To address this issue, we define access control policies for the

application. The access control policies specify who has access to which data and also the kind of
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access. The access control policies are stored in the form of policy objects. Since policy objects

are accessed through transactions, we need transactions for operating on policy objects.

Having defined the database objects, the policy objects, and the transactions for accessing them,

the next step is to refine the transactions to include access control checks. These include adding

preconditions to the transactions to ensure that only authorized users initiate the transactions and

execute them.

In the fourth step, we decompose the transactions to improve the performance. When the trans-

actions are decomposed, the traditional ACID properties are no longer satisfied. To address this,

we propose a set of replacement properties. The application must be analyzed to check whether the

replacement properties are satisfied. If not, then the application has to be modified and the process

of property verification must be repeated. Once the application satisfies the desirable properties,

it can be executed by our concurrency control mechanism that generates policy-compliant and

correct stepwise serializable histories.
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